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INTRODUCTION

The literature on two-phase flow - with and without heat transfer - shows an explosive-like growth of published papers within the last ten years. Many of these papers were published as a result of nuclear safety research. It is impossible to deal with all new developments reported in this extensive literature. So one has to ask: Are there trends of special interest, where this report could be concentrated on? Looking over the situation, there seem to be three very promising fields of research having high practical actuality, especially for nuclear safety, namely:
- fluidynamic and thermodynamic nonequilibrium in steady state,
- transient conditions,
- scaling.
The discussion on new developments in two-phase flow heat transfer, therefore, will be limited on these subjects.

FLUIDDYNAMIC AND THERMODYNAMIC NONEQUILIBRIUM

One-component vapour-liquid flow is - strictly speaking - always in a thermo- and fluiddynamic nonequilibrium condition, even if there is no heat transfer, because pressure drop on the flow path generates continuous evaporation which changes vapour content and slip ratio between the phases. Also in adiabatic two-component gas-liquid flow with no heat and mass transfer between the phases there are many situations where fluiddynamic nonequilibrium - changes of flow pattern and of the velocity ratio between the phases - exists. Usually, this disequilibrium does not affect heat transfer very much. However, there is a special situation where it can govern the heat transport from a wall. Such a condition is given with annular flow, where the liquid film cooling the wall is strongly dependent on the droplet entrainment in the vapour core. A reliable knowledge of the amount of liquid entrained in the vapour core is not only of great benefit for a better analysis of different phenomena like momentum- and heat transfer at the phase interfaces, but also is an urgent need for the design of heat exchanger components. Only by knowing the thickness of the liquid film at the wall it is possible to predict the dryout reliably.
The reason for separating droplets out of the liquid film at the wall are surface waves, as unanimously assumed in the literature.
In addition, vapour bubbles generated at the wall and penetrating the liquid film promote entrainment. Liquid droplets, however, are not only separated out of the liquid film and entrained into the vapour core, they are also replaced again — called de-entrainment — into the liquid film. Only if the amount of entrained and de-entrained droplets is equal, the fluid dynamic conditions are in equilibrium. In reality, there are three different regions along the flow path of the two-phase mixture:
- A first in which the droplet separation out of the liquid film into the vapour core prevails,
- a second in which the de-entrainment — replacing of droplets onto the liquid film — is larger, and finally,
- a third one where is equilibrium between entrainment and de-entrainment.

There is an extensive literature on entrainment measurements and predictions (see, for example, /1–5/). To calculate the entrainment one has to use a momentum balance between the droplet-enriched vapour core and the liquid annulus, which is rather difficult to formulate due to the fact that the spectrum of the droplet diameter, the velocity difference between droplet and vapour and the shear stress at the liquid film surface are not known. A simplified calculation was, for example, performed by Langner /5/ which predicts measured results quite well.

**FIGURE 1.** Entrainment as function of quality $x$

(Fluid: R12, $\dot{m} = 500$ kg/m$^2$s, $p = 12.8$ bar, $\Delta h_{in} = 3.03$ kJ/kg, $\dot{Q} = \dot{q}_{BO,5m} = 3.88$ W/cm$^2$; $L = 5$ m, $D = 0.014$ m.)

In Figure 1, as an example, the liquid mass carried in the core is shown as it was measured in a tube of 5 m length and 14 mm inner diameter. Flowing substance was the refrigerant R12 at a pressure of 12.8 bar. In this figure one can distinguish two regions: one, where the droplet separation and another, where the droplet deposition prevails. In the upper diagram of Fig.1 the derivative of the film mass flow rate is shown, which is the diminution of the
film, and the lower diagram gives the entrainment of droplets in
the vapour core. Both diagrams are plotted versus quality \( x \).

The liquid is evaporating on its way through the tube by heat addi-
tion and, therefore, the increase of the quality \( x \) is proportional
to the length of way the two-phase mixture has passed through
the tube. The abscissa in Fig. 1, therefore, can also be regarded as
the coordinate of the flow path along the tube axis. In the upper part
of Fig. 1 two curves are shown; one representing the calculated va-

ues by Langner /5/ and the other, the dotted one, shows measured
results. If the decrease of the liquid film would be only caused
by the evaporation due to heat addition, the gradient of the liquid
film thickness versus quality and also versus the tube length would
be constant, because the tube had constant heat flux density. The
heat flux density was, during this experiment, adjusted in a way
that at the end of the 5 m long tube dryout occurred. This had the
advantage that for calculating the film thickness and the entrain-
ment a well-defined boundary condition existed.

At low quality - that is in the lower part of the tube - the de-
crease of the liquid film thickness is larger than it would cor-
respond to the evaporation. This means that the separation of liquid
particles prevails the deposition. This is the entrainment-governed
region. At high qualities the decrease of the liquid film is smaller
than it would correspond to the amount evaporated. Here, therefore,
the evaporation is compensated by droplet re-deposition. Fluid-
dynamic equilibrium exists in this diabatic two-phase mixture at
position, at which the entrainment curve is crossing the horizon-

tal line of constant rate of evaporation (see upper diagram of Fig.1).

Transferring this crossing point from the upper diagram in Fig.1 to
the lower one, one realizes that this is the position where the en-
trainment shows a maximum. Philosophically one could say that nature
tries to stabilize the situation, because a liquid film which is too
thin would cause the danger of dryout, which is compensated for a
while by increasing deposition. This effect can be explained with
the flow pattern and the velocity distribution in the vapour core.
At low quality and high entrainment the velocity profile is flat,
whereas at high quality it takes the form of a parabola. The forces
rectangular to the flow direction onto the droplets are larger in
the latter flow situation than with a flat profile having almost
constant velocity.

Thermodynamic nonequilibrium exists in two regions of a boiling
channel which are far away from each other; the first one is the
subcooled boiling zone at the entrance of the channel, and the se-
cond one is the post-dryout region. Subcooled boiling was frequently
studied in the literature, especially for local voids in water-
cooled reactors. This void is a function of the growing and the con-
densing of the vapour bubbles. The condensing velocity of vapour
bubbles in a subcooled liquid was studied in the last years more in
detail /6,7/. It was found that up to Jakob-numbers \( J_a = \alpha_c \Delta T / \alpha_l \),
\( \alpha_c / \alpha_l = 100 \) the condensation of the vapour bubbles and the subcooled
liquid is governed by the heat transfer at the phase interface. The

temperature difference \( \Delta T \) in the Jakob-number is formed with the
subcooling of the liquid. The heat transfer coefficient at the phase
boundary is mainly a function of the Reynolds-number, which is formed
with the relative velocity between bubble and liquid, and of the
Prandtl-number, as Chen /7/ showed:

\[
\text{Nu} = 0.185 \text{Re}^{0.7} \text{Pr}^{0.5},
\]

(1)
The influence of the Prandtl-number, as measured by Chen /7/ with different substances, is demonstrated in Figure 2. The holographic interferograms presented there are taken at approximately identical values of Reynolds- and Jakob-numbers. The Prandtl-number influences the heat transfer at the phase interface mainly via the thickness of the boundary layer on the liquid side.

\[ \text{Ja}=10 \]

\[ \text{FIGURE 2. Comparison of boundary layer conditions around a condensing bubble for different Pr-numbers.} \]

Chen /7/ presented also a correlation for the time-dependent volume of a condensing bubble with the Fourier-number \( \text{Fo} = a_{\text{Pr}} \cdot t / D_{\text{Bl}, \text{Dep}} \) as dimensionless time.

\[ D_{\text{Bub}} / D_{\text{Bub, max}} = (1 - 0.56 \cdot \text{Re}^{0.7} \cdot \text{Pr}^{0.5} \cdot \text{Ja} \cdot \text{Fo})^{0.9} \]  

Post-dryout heat transfer is the other situation where large thermodynamic nonequilibrium exists between the phases. These heat transfer conditions exist in fossil-fired boilers of the Benson-type and during certain accident situations in the core of nuclear reactors. Older physical models predicting the heat transfer under post-dryout conditions only take in account the fluiddynamic influence of the droplets, but neglect the high thermodynamic disequilibrium between the superheated vapour and the droplets being on saturation temperature. Newer models, as for example - presented by Iloje /8/, Plummer /9/, Ganic /10/ or Groeneveld /11/, split the heat transport from the wall to the fluid in different parts to describe the disequilibrium between the phases. They distinguish between:

- convective heat transport from the wall to the vapour,
- convective heat transport from the wall to droplets being in a moment in a non-wetting contact with the wall,
- heat transport to droplets wetting the wall,
- convective heat transport from the superheated vapour to the droplets entrained in the vapour,
- radiation from the wall to the vapour,
- radiation from the wall to the droplets.

To get good agreement between the predictions by these models and measurements, the spectrum of the droplet diameters, the variable concentration of the droplets over the flow cross-section, the relative velocity between droplet and vapour and, last not least, the boundary conditions at the wall, have to be known. Schnittger /12/ checked the predictions of different models (8-11) with own measurements and found that an additional physical phenomenon is, probably, missing. He, finally, came up with the idea that the complicated
heat transfer behaviour along the flow path during post-dryout can only be explained if a droplet fragmentation is assumed. Iloeje /8/ mentioned such a fragmentation, and he explained this phenomenon with a very brief contact of the droplets on the wall without wetting it. Schnittger /12/ sees another possibility for dispersing a large droplet in a number of small particles. He assumes that the high superheating of the vapour boundary layer at the wall does not allow the droplet to contact the wall and makes large velocity differences in this boundary layer, and shear stresses resulting from it, responsible for droplet fragmentation. Based on his measurements and on the balance equations for energy and momentum he developed a new model /12/ for predicting post-dryout heat transfer. His theoretical predictions agree well with measured data in vertical upflow, as well as in horizontal flow, as Figure 3 demonstrates. In the case of horizontal flow the model gives only a mean temperature between the upper and lower part of the tube, which slightly overestimates the situation at the lower part.

**FIGURE 3. Post-dryout wall temperatures**
(Fluid water, measured data by KWU Δ, calculated by Schnittger ——)

The thermo- and fluiddynamic conditions become even more interesting if not a straight tube but a bend or coil is studied. Measurements in such geometrical configurations are presently performed by Lautenschlager /13/ and show that the bend produces a strong secondary flow of the vapour-droplet mixture.

Figure 4 presents the wall temperature and, by this, the heat transfer conditions circumferentially and longitudinally to the bended tube. The influence of the bend can even be realized some inches upstream before the bending starts.

**FIGURE 4. Heat transfer conditions along and around the wall of a bend.**
From Fig.4 it can be seen that at first the heat transfer at the outer side of the bend improves, which easily can be explained by centrifugal forces enlarging the droplet concentration in this area. However, after a short distance also the heat transfer at the inner side of the bend is increasing which can be seen by the decreasing wall temperatures.

What is the reason for this unexpected phenomenon? Centrifugal forces produce a pressure drop over the cross section of the bended tube. This generates a secondary flow in such a way that in the center of the tube cross section there is an outward radial velocity due to centrifugal forces and at the tube wall, where friction prevails, there is an inward flow due to the mentioned pressure difference. This movement of the secondary flow improves the heat transfer conditions so that - compared to a straight tube - the overall heat transfer coefficient in a bended tube is always better. The secondary flow can even act to such an extent that the improved spray cooling allows a wetting of the wall also on the inner side of the bend.

Post-dryout heat transfer or spray cooling, therefore, is not only a problem of thermodynamic nonequilibrium but also involves very complicated fluiddynamic processes. It would be worthwhile to study these processes and also the thermodynamic behaviour more in detail.

TRANSIENT CONDITIONS

Strong transient conditions occur with a pressure release which, for a water-cooled nuclear reactor, would be the case during a loss of coolant by accident. Pressure release in a vessel which is filled with liquid or vapour or both, which undergo the saturation condition, always causes a two-phase mixture. In the saturated liquid vapour bubbles are produced by flashing and, during the expansion of saturated vapour, liquid droplets are condensing. Both phase changes are combined with high energy transport between the phases and need a finite driving force to be started, which is well-known as boiling delay or condensation delay. Pressure release in fluids being originally in thermodynamic saturation condition, therefore, always causes at first and for a short period unstable conditions.

By measuring the time-depending pressure- and temperature-course during the depressurization - also called blowdown - we realize occurrences as demonstrated in Figure 5. The experimental results shown there were gained by Vieczcz /14,15/ with a vessel of 0.5 m height and under the conditions of fast pressure release. The vessel was filled up to 1/3 with saturated liquid - refrigerant R12 - before the release started. The temporal course of the pressure release is expected to be influenced by foaming. By destroying a burst disk at the upper nozzle of the vessel the pressure in the vessel was released from approximately 10 bar to ambient pressure within about 15 s. After starting the pressure release it took a few tenths of a second until flashing started (A') and the pressure decrease during the period A is mainly due to the expansion of the vapour only in the vessel. The boiling delay more clearly can be seen from the temperature/pressure diagram in the lower part of Fig.5, which gives the information that during this period (A) the liquid temperature is remarkably higher than the saturation temperature, and also the vapour temperature is slightly above the saturation line. At point (A') flashing evaporation and, with this, bubble formation starts and during the period A'-C' the swell level is rising in the vessel. Due to its volumetric increase the flashing evaporation
during the period A’-C’ is acting against the pressure decrease by loss of coolant out of the leakage. In the first part of the period B’-C’ even more vapour is produced by flashing out of the superheated liquid than can flow out from the leakage. At the moment C’ the swell level reaches the nozzle of the vessel. In the period B’-C’ the superheating of the liquid is reduced strongly, as can be seen from the lower diagram in Fig.5. When the swell level reaches the nozzle (C’) a two-phase mixture is now leaving the vessel and its mass flow rate is higher than that of pure vapour, which is the reason - together with the reduction in flash evaporation - that the pressure decreases again. This behaviour is mainly governed by the delayed vapour production on one side, and the phase separation on the other. For a better understanding and a more precise description of the blowdown we, therefore, need more information about phase separation.

Vieczynski /14,15/ performed a detailed experimental and theoretical analysis of phase separation, based on the information available in the literature. He developed a correlation for the void fraction and also for the drift flux velocities of the phases. His void fraction correlation is presented in Figure 6.

FIGURE 6. Void fraction as a function of Froude number.
The equation for the void fraction is mainly determined by a modified Froude-number in which the superficial velocity of the vapour, as characteristic velocity, is used. This superficial velocity is the velocity of the vapour, if it would flow in the empty vessel. In addition, the diameter of the bubbles is chosen as a characteristic length, and this bubble diameter is expressed by the Laplace-constant. At a Froude-number of 3 a change in the slope of the separation curve occurs. Therefore, the constant and the exponent with the Froude-number is changed at fluid dynamic conditions corresponding to a Froude-number 3. This discontinuous behaviour can be explained by the change in flow pattern at this Froude-number.

The correlation in Fig. 6 at first was developed for steady-state flow conditions only. Using a computer program which predicts the time depending evaporation rate in the liquid, this correlation, however, is also good for calculating the transient behaviour of the void fraction and the swell level during depressurization. A very careful and complicated energy balance, however, has to be used to get good results. Energy is stored in the superheated liquid and in the superheated vapour as long as thermodynamic equilibrium is not yet reached, and energy is also carried out of the system through the nozzle. This energy balance is linked with the continuity equation for mass and, therefore, in addition one needs a reliable correlation for critical mass flow rate. The detailed correlation procedure is explained in [14].

Results gained with these correlation methods are presented in Figure 7, for an example with a large leakage opening, i.e. a fast and violent blowdown where the foaming mixture reaches the nozzle within about half a second. For comparison sake also other phase separation models - as for example presented by Wilson [16] or Zuber [17] - were used in the mentioned calculation procedure and the results are shown in Fig.7, too.

![FIGURE 7. Comparison of measured and calculated swell level during a blowdown in a vessel.](image)

Another type of transient conditions occur in a nuclear reactor, if the primary fluid circulating pumps fail due to a station blackout, or if a control rod would be suddenly withdrawn. Boiling crisis could occur in such a situation on the fuel rods, which could endanger the cladding.
The inertia of the rotating parts of the pumps and also of the liquid mass in the loop is so large that it would take seconds or even minutes until the mass flow rate is substantially reduced. Hein /18/ and Moxon /19/ measured the critical heat flux under the transient conditions of reducing the driving heat of the pump. They found that with a failure of the pumps the critical heat flux can be predicted fairly well by assuming quasi-steady conditions. Quasi-steady state has to be interpreted here in such a way that the calculation always assumes thermodynamic equilibrium by using one of the burn-out equations well-known from the literature /20/. Results calculated by this method and measured data are compared in Figure 8.

This figure has to be interpreted in the following way:
Starting from a steady-state condition (empty symbols) the mass flow rate was lowered along the horizontal lines, marked in the figure with arrows, that is under constant heat flux conditions. This mass flow reduction was continued until boiling crisis occurred, which is marked with the full symbols. For comparison, critical heat flux as it would occur under steady-state conditions is given in the figure as full-line curve, which is calculated from an equation of the literature. The figure gives results for water and for the refrigerant R12. One can see that the transient data fall well together with the steady-state predictions. Only at very low mass flow rates there are deviations. Here, however, one has to realize that buoyancy forces influence the flow behaviour.

One can also imagine incidents in which the heat addition to a boiling channel is suddenly increased and then the question raises, which criteria are valid for predicting the onset of the boiling crisis. Hein and Kastner /21/ found that very rapid power excursions allow much higher heat flux densities until boiling crisis occurs than it is the case under steady-state conditions. Figure 9 shows that with these power excursions critical heat flux densities can be reached, which are by a factor of 1.5 - 3 higher than those in steady-state situation.

Arguing why steep power excursions allow such high heat fluxes, one has to take in account different phenomena, well known from fluid-dynamics and heat transfer. At first it needs a certain time until nucleate boiling changes in film boiling, that is until the dry patch at the wall can be formed by evaporating the liquid film there.
By this, automatically a progression of the critical heat flux density is given with decreasing time period of the power transient. By evaporating liquid upstream of the position where the boiling crisis in the channel will occur, a violent acceleration of the flow is generated during this short power excursion, which improves the heat transfer remarkably. The liquid layer at the wall shows, with accelerated flow, a steeper temperature profile than with steady-state conditions.

SCALING

Transducing results from experimental models to original conditions of large power plants or chemical installations is an old engineering problem. The scaled-down model has to be similar to the original with respect to its geometrical design, its fluiddynamic phenomena and its thermodynamic conditions. In two-phase flow scaling is usually not practiced via reducing the dimensions but by using another substance, a so-called modelling fluid, with lower latent heat of evaporation. So scaling the thermodynamic properties becomes an important problem. Scaling criteria for two-phase flow, especially also with respect to thermodynamic similarity, are discussed in detail in /22-24/.

In the literature thermodynamic properties usually are scaled by using the same density ratio between liquid and vapour for the modelling experience as under original conditions. If there would exist a universal equation of state for all substances, one could show that scaling of the properties could be successfully performed via the thermodynamic consistency using the theorem of corresponding states. In /22,24/ is shown that already the Van der Waals-equation can serve for a first step in this direction by reducing the data with the critical values. By applying the data to the reduced pressure, not only transport properties like viscosity and thermal conductivity but also caloric properties and even their derivatives show similar behaviour for different fluids over a wide range of thermodynamic conditions. In Figure 10 examples of viscosity and the derivative of the latent heat of evaporation with respect to pressure are shown for the substances water and refrigerant R12. By applying a constant multiplier for the relevant property almost full agreement can be reached in the course of the curves over the
FIGURE 10. Scaling of thermodynamic properties, a) viscosity of liquid, b) derivative of latent heat of vaporization with respect to pressure.

pressure along the saturation line, as shown in Fig.10. This means that the thermodynamic condition can be advantageously scaled by using the same reduced pressure in the modelling experiment as in the original. The multiplier then resulting from the properties adjustment has to be taken in account with defining the fluid dynamic parameter, for example the Reynolds-number, by choosing a velocity in the modelling experiments which balances the multiplier in the viscosity. Scaling complicated situations in two-phase flow apparatus is difficult, however possible by this method, as demonstrated in /20,22,23/. Even the fluid dynamic and thermodynamic conditions during the blowdown of a nuclear reactor can be scaled by this method with the modelling fluid R12, as Figure 11 shows.

FIGURE 11. Experimental data during a blowdown (loss of coolant accident); comparison of tests performed in a water facility and in a R12-loop.

Two different experiments performed at two different institutions - one using water, the other one R12 - are compared there. The geometrical dimensions in both experiments were extending identical.
The comparison encourages to draw the conclusion that also in transient two-phase flow scaling is possible, even if the interesting phenomena are complex and fluidodynamically coupled.
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